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Description of Chapter:
FCC ACM Chapter – A Chapter for Professionals of Computing Machinery. The chapter sets the tradition of bringing innovation and creativity to events that relate to science and computing and continues to gather educators, researchers and professionals to share resources and address the issues of 21st Century.

There are total of 426 bachelors enrolled in Computer Science and at FC College.

Our chapter consists of 20 members and they belong to the following majors:

- Computer Science = 18
- Business Studies = 1
- Psychology and Sociology = 1
Outstanding Website

FCC ACM Chapter inaugurated on 8th December, 2016 has currently three working web pages with a bunch of active followers. The pages focus on the socialists using Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

These webpages are designed with great enthusiasm and are updated periodically with event details and other useful information. The pages are made very friendly and open so folks can globally view the activities of FCC ACM Chapter.

It has interactive tabs of Events (that have information of all previous and current events), Albums (with updated pictures of all the events), About (that has the information of the motives of FCC ACM Chapter), Home (that has the current news feed). You can also post your relevant queries or leave a private message that would be responded in less than an hour to maintain an interactive environment on the social media. Moreover we celebrate all festivals across the globe and send wishes to everyone through posts on all three social media sites.

These pages have the information of all the events and happenings, along with some technology related stuff.

The links to these pages are:

https://twitter.com/fccacmchapter

https://www.instagram.com/fccacmchapter/

https://www.facebook.com/fccacmchapter
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